KITCHEN CRYOGENIC PROTECTION
It is known that the liquid nitrogen is entered into the kitchen as a means of preparing food and not only to make ice cream.
Cooking with liquid nitrogen is faster and healthier, the ingredients are not chemically modified,
but is a physical transformation, due to the low temperature of liquid nitrogen (-196 ° C) Many are the chefs that use this
item even holding events dedicated to this new way of cooking.

Even for liquid nitrogen, as for the flame of the cooker or to the oil or boiling water, it is necessary to adopt some precautions
in order to prevent "accidents at work". The liquid nitrogen is odorless and colorless, like water but, because of very low
temperature, when in contact with the skin may cause "burns", as well as the hot oil. The PPE to be used, in this case, are
not the same to protect against the heat, but must be specific to the liquid nitrogen, with insulating properties and adequate
waterproofing.

CRYOKIT CHEF CASE is composed by a pair of gloves, an apron and a face shield,
lightweight, comfortable and effective, which does not hinder the operation
in the kitchen, but protects properly and in compliance with safety regulations.
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CRYOGENIC GLOVES CRYOKIT 300
Made with a special elastic and waterproof
fabric black colored with internal insulation
of polyester fleece multilayer + membrane
and polyolefin film, safety cuff made of the
same material. Total length of the glove 30
cm. Suitable for food contact.
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CRYOGENIC USE

SPLASHING VISOR PROTECTOR:
CRYO VISOR
Visor for protection against liquid nitrogen
splashes. Anti-fog, with sweat headband,
screen acetate,
lightweight and easy to adjust.
.
Optical class 1.

CRYOKIT-CHEF CASE
Strong and practical case useful for
storing always efficient and away from
light and dust, PPE for to use in the
work tasks and liquefied
nitrogen refilling.
Perfect for personal EQUIPMENT.

EN 166, EN 167, EN 168 - U 1 S N - 3 S CE

CRYOGENIC APRON T-CRYO CHEF
Made with a special elastic and waterproof fabric
black colored and inner insulation in multilayer
polyester fleece. Measuring 60x90 cm.
Suitable for food contact.
EN388

EN511

2422
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CRYOGENIC USE
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